STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT
MEETING DETAILS:
Club:
Weather:
Track:
Rail:
Stewards:
Typist:

Wairoa Racing Club
Fine
Good(3)
True
L Tidmarsh (Chairman), J Oatham, W Robinson
Stewards

Date:

Sunday 28 February 2016

GENERAL:
No issues to report.

SUMMARY:
Swabbing:

AMPERAGE, MISS BENCI, SAVASAVA, COOL HAND DUKE, VOXER, CAJUN, MY PALOMA

Suspensions:

Nil

Protests:

Nil

Fines:

Nil

Warnings:

Race

Bleeders:

Nil

Horse Actions:

Race

Medical Certificates:

Nil

Rider Changes:

Race

Late Scratchings:

Nil

3

L Magorrian IMA ALLSTAR
Failing to obey a direction from the starter [Rule 802(1)(a)]

6

SOUTHERNMAN – required to barrier trial

5

JAIDES JEWELL – R Goldsbury for C Lammas (unwell)

RACE COMMENTS:
Race 1
ADAMS ENGINEERING DISTANCE
WON TON (M Cropp) and MISS DRAMA QUEEN (A Collett) jumped away awkwardly.
WON TON made the first turn awkwardly getting its head up when having to be steadied to avoid heels.
MASTER WILLIAM (D Hirini) raced three wide without cover.
SCARAMOUCHE (J Riddell) lay inwards once placed under pressure entering the final straight.
COUNTDOWN (R Myers) was steadied near the 100 metres after shifting outwards making contact with THE LOCAL (L
Magorrian).
THE LOCAL returned to the enclosure showing signs of lameness with a post-race veterinary inspection finding the gelding
to have suffered a tendon injury to the left foreleg. Co-trainer Mr G Rogerson confirmed that THE LOCAL would now be
spelled.
Race 2
VETENT SPRINT
KAGE IS KING (R Myers) jumped away awkwardly.
When questioned regarding the performance of COLONEL CARRERA rider L Magorrian advised that the gelding had been
run off its feet on today’s firm track conditions and would be better suited over more ground.
Race 3
KIWI TRANSPORT DASH
Apprentice L Magorrian was issued with a warning after failing to comply with a direction from the starter behind the
barriers.
KEEN TO KEEPER (A Collett) jumped inwards at the start making solid contact with FLAVOURING (D Nolan).
IMA ALLSTAR (L Magorrian) jumped outwards leaving the barriers crowding YA THINK (D Hirini) onto the hindquarters of
ROC ME (A Jones) with YA THINK losing ground.
IMA ALLSTAR raced very ungenerously in the early and middle stages when hanging outwards.
ROC ME raced three wide without cover throughout.
Apprentice L Magorrian was spoken to with regard to the manner in which he used his whip in the final straight.
Race 4
FRASERTOWN TAVERN JUVENILE

PRINCESS ANASTASIA (A Collett) was slow away.
PIERIAN SPRING (S Collett) jumped away awkwardly hampering CHOUXPERB (M Tanaka) and WILIJONMCBRIDE (L
Magorrian).
CHOUXPERB shifted inwards passing the 1000 metres briefly placing PIERIAN SPRING in restricted room. PIERIAN SPRING
then commenced to over-race and continued to race ungenerously making the bend near the 800 metres awkwardly
running wide. PIERIAN SPRING then hung outwards rounding the bend with rider S Collett reporting that the colt had got
its tongue over the bit. PIERIAN SPRING was further inconvenienced near the 400 metres when CHOUXPERB was taken
outwards slightly by SAVASAVA which was improving to its inside.
CHOUXPERB raced wide without cover throughout.
Race 5
WAIROA STAR SPRINT
Following Race 4 C Lammas advised that he was experiencing asthma symptoms being replaced by R Goldsbury on JAIDES
JEWELL. After taking medication C Lammas recovered to fulfill his remaining engagements.
JAIDES JEWELL was slow away.
JUDI ANNE (D Hirini) and STAR OF GREENBEEL (R Myers) jumped away awkwardly.
STAR OF GREENBEEL was inclined to hang inwards throughout.
JUDI ANNE shifted outwards under pressure making contact with COOL HAND DUKE (J Riddell) near the 100 metres.
Apprentice D Hirini was advised to exercise greater care.
When questioned regarding the performance of STAR OF GREENBEEL rider R Myers advised that the gelding had become
very worked up prior to the race when reluctant to leave the birdcage and had hung throughout the running but had found
the line well over the concluding stages.
Race 6
BROKERWEB RISK SERVICES (HAWKE’S BAY) STAYERS
CHOP SUEY (M Cropp) became fractious in the barriers and reared getting its front legs firstly over the front of its barrier
stall then over the side of the barrier occupied by STORM HOME (D Nolan). Both CHOP SUEY and STORM HOME were
removed from the barriers to undergo veterinary inspections being passed fit to run. M Cropp and D Nolan were both
attended to by Ambulance Personnel and found to be uninjured.
SOUTHERNMAN (R Elliot) refused to leave the barriers on terms eventually jumping away losing considerable ground and
effectively its chance in the race. Apprentice R Elliot then dropped his whip shortly after the start. Co-trainer Mr G
Rogerson was advised that SOUTHERNMAN would now be required to barrier trial to the satisfaction of a Stipendiary
Steward prior to racing next.
CATHEDRAL COVE (A Collett) commenced to race fiercely becoming awkwardly placed inside the heels of ROUGH RULER (R
Myers) near the 1400 metres having to be firmly restrained.
OSMUNDA (D Hirini) raced wide without cover for the majority of the race.
CHOP SUEY was held up rounding the turn from the 600 metres and did obtain clear running until near the 200 metres.
HILARIOUS (S Collett) was held up until near the 200 metres.
VOXER (C Lammas) was held up rounding the turn until near the 250 metres.
Apprentice S Olney was spoken to regarding her ride on MURDOCH which after disputing the pace outside the leader, she
had permitted her mount to drift wider in the run down the back straight allowing the opportunity for horses to improve to
her inside. Miss Olney was advised that she would be expected to show far greater judgement in future or risk facing
charges.
Apprentice R Goldsbury was questioned as to why she had permitted her mount OOEE to run so wide rounding the final
turn. Miss Goldsbury advised that she had been instructed to attempt to improve around the outside in the open from the
800 metres but concurred with Stewards that she had erred in allowing OOEE to run as wide as she did rounding the final
turn.
Race 7
AFFCO NZ LTD WAIROA CUP
SANASAR (L Magorrian) jumped away awkwardly.
WILLY DUGGAN (R Goldsbury) was slow away.
BROADWALK (S Collett) got its head up when being restrained near the 1900 metres.
SANASAR over-raced in the early stages.
CAJUN (C Lammas) raced keenly in the middle stages.
SILK CHARDONNAY (A Jones) raced wide throughout.
SANASAR had to be steadied when crowded between CAJUN and NO CHANGE (A Collett) near the 400 metres.
CAJUN was briefly held up behind the weakening BROADWALK near the 300 metres.
SILK CHARDONNAY was steadied when crowded between SANASAR and CHEESE MAKER (R Myers) just short of the finish.
Race 8
WAIROA EXPATS SPRINT
CAPER CALEB (D Hirini) and INDY (C Lammas) jumped away awkwardly.
LINCHPIN (A Collett) began very awkwardly making solid contact with SAVASON (L Magorrian). LINCHPIN was then
hampered when crowded onto the hindquarters of SAVASON by RED SHEERAN (S Collett) which was taken out by HIS NIBS
(M Cropp) which lay out after jumping away. In this incident LINCHPIN clipped a heel and blundered losing ground.
INDY raced ungenerously crossing the junction onto the course proper passing the 1200 metres hampering RED SHEERAN.

SANASAR raced wide throughout.
When questioned, apprentice L Magorrian was unable to offer any excuses for the disappointing performance of
SAVASON.

